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Abstract
Uncontained, high-energy gas turbine engine fragments are a potential threat to air-transportable containers carried aboard jet aircraft. The threat to a generic example container is evaluated
by probability analyses and penetration testing to demonstrate the methodology to be used in the
evaluation of a specific container/aircraft/engine combination. Fragment/container impact probability is the product of the uncontained fragment release rate and the geometric probability that a
container is in the path of this fragment. The probability of a high-energy rotor burst fragment
from four genetic aircraft engines striking one of the containment vessels aboard a transport aircraft is approximately 1.2 x 10-9strikes/hour. Finite element penetration analyses and tests can be
performed to identify specific fragments which have the potential to penetrate a genetic or specific containment vessel. The relatively low probability of engine fragment/container impacts is primarily due to the low release rate of uncontained, hazardous jet engine fragments.
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1. Introduction
Transportation of hazardous materials via cargo aircraft has been questioned due to the potential impact of on-board containers by high-energy engine fragments in the rare case of rotor failure. A large transport aircraft, the Boeing 747-400 (see Figure 1.1), is used as an example cargo
aircraft to characterize potential rotor fragments and the probabilities of fragment/container impacts for the performance of an overall probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of the transport mode.
This fully-loaded aircraft can hold 29 standard 8-ft. x 8-ft. x 10-ft. cargo containers on its main
cargo deck, each with one generic container inside, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. A fully-loaded aircraft is desirable from an efficiency standpoint to minimize the number of dedicated aircraft
flights. Four General Electric CF6-80C2 engines are used as an example of typical cargo aircraft
engines and are only used to provide representative shapes and masses for this study. This study is
to evaluate the problems in gener',d and is in no way intended to be a performance evaluation of
the Boeing 747-400 aircraft or the GE CF6-80C2 engines.
Intensive studies and programs have been performed by governmental agencies, universities,
and private industry to evaluate and reduce the threat to critical aircraft components from uncontained engine rotor burst fragments [ 1-26]. These have involved analyzing and strengthening engine casing containment tings, compiling statistics on gas turbine engine failures, characterizing
fragments, assessing fragment strike probabilities, and evaluating ways to either contain or deflect
failed engine components.
Structural impact damage by non-contained engine burst debris has become important to not
only aircraft designers, but also commercial transport agencies and the public in view of recent serious incidents to large transport aircraft. The most recent demonstration in the United States of
the damage potential presented by engine burst debris is the crash of United Airlines (UAL) Flight
232 in Sioux City, Iowa, on July 19, 1989, that was caused by a catastrophic failure of the tailmounted engine, leading to loss of the airplane's flight control hydraulic systems [27].
A probability analysis was used to determine the chance of fragment/container impact and a
combination of penetration testing and analyses should be used to assess the ensuing container
damage. A generic plutonium air transport package was used for puncture/penetration evaluation
since the current plutonium air transport regulations (NUREG-0360 [38]) are the most comprehensive for air transport packagings. The probability analysis includes characterizing engine burst
fragments, determining the likelihood of uncontained engine bursts producing specific fragments,
and assessing the geometric probability of a fragment impact. The package's resistance to accidents can be evaluated through a series of analyses and tests even though overall risk is made very
small by expected accident frequency.
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Figure 1.1 Example cargo aircraft
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Figure 1.2Aircraftloadinglimits and possiblecargocontainerlocations
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Characterization

of Rotor Fragments

Jet engine rotor bursts, although rare, are caused by a number of mechanical and operational
factors. Fatigue is a major problem that limits a rotor disk's service life. It is a mechanical phenomenon that causes a disk to fracture by repeated or fluctuating stresses that have maximum values, each of which is less than the ultimate tensile strength of the disk. Disks are subjected to
either high- or low-with-high-cycle fatigue. High-cycle fatigue results from a large number of
loading cycles at relatively low stress levels. Low-cycle fatigue results from a low number of
loading cycles at relatively high stress levels. Figure 2.1 shows typical fatigue crack origins and
paths for both high- (A through E) and low-with-high-cycle (F through M) fatigue [23].
In addition to high- and low-cycle fatigue, fan, compressor, and turbine disks have failed as a
result of engine assembly errors, substandard material, bearing failure, overheating, engine overspeed, operating interference from stator, blade, or component failures, and foreign object damage. Rotor disk failures, by far the most dangerous to the aircraft and its cargo, have also been
caused by a combination of these factors [3,5,6,22,23,25].
The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations state that ali gas turbine aircraft engines used in the United States must have engine casings that will contain individual blade failures from fans, compressors, and turbines [28]. This must be proven by the aircraft
engine manufacturer by either testing or analysis. Even with this regulation, individual blade failures do occur that are uncontained [7-11]. They are sometimes associated with rotor disk bursts
consisting of a wide array of high-energy fragments that may provide a pathway for the blades
through the casing. More often, though, multiple blade failures will result in a breach of the engine casing. The energy of a contained blade is used up in stretching and bulging the casing. This
causes localized weakening in the casing and if a second blade impacts the same bulge the casing
is likely to fail [2].
Characterization of the wide array of uncontained rotor fragments can yield valuable information in the assessment of penetration hazards to on-board generic containers. For several years
there has been a combined program to establish statistics, perform experiments, and develop analytical methods at NASA Lewis Research Center, the Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Many tests have been performed in spin chambers [ 1,2,5,29]
to both characterize fragments and benchmark analytical determinations of engine casing
strengths. Some of this work led to the inclusion of lightweight aramid fiber fabric in a sandwich
configuration within the casing of many m:_lem engines to contain blades and other smaller fragments.

"
•

The shapes of the most common fragments are shown in Figure 2.2 [2,5]. Individual blades,
rim sections, bladed rim sections, disk sections, and bladed disk sections comprise the majority of
uncontained jet engine fragments. Diagram N shows a disk failure through the bore, whereas diagram P shows a complete rim release in sections. Diagrams O and Q show smaller fractions of the
disk, sometimes accompanied by free blades. Diagram R details two common blade release
modes: by fracture of "fir-tree" roots or sheafing of"fir-tree" teeth. Figure 2.3 shows a typical 1/3
9

bladed disk fragment as it looks immediately after the burst event and how it could look after penetrating the engine casing. Some researchers have argued that blades are much more likely to fracture at the blade root as opposed to simply bending over as the figure suggests [2]. Blade fracture,
yielding an unbladed disk fragment after engine casing penetration, is especially likely with brittle
blade materials like titanium alloy.
Both brittle fracture and ductile bending of bladed disk sections have occurred in spin chamber tests and in flight. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show typical separated disk segments recovered from
actual uncontained in-flight incidents. The latter figure is a stage 1 fan disk that burst at cruise altitude severing primary and secondary hydraulic lines causing United Airlines Flight 232 to crash
land in Sioux City, Iowa, on July 19, 1989 [27]. The fragments were retrieved from a corn field
below the airspace where the fan disk burst. This is the most recent example of the damage such
high-energy fragments can cause.
Probabilities of various rotor burst fragment sizes, weights, and shapes have not been comprehensively compiled in the literature. This should be expected since these events are extremely
rare, as is the recovery of ali fragments from an event for characterization. Obviously, engine type
and size would have a significant effect on fragment characterization. The newer generation highbypass ratio engines with a large (94-inch) diameter fan could generate large fragments: up to
31 inches for fan blades and up to 30 inches for 134 ° fan disk sections. The kinetic energy of a
134o disk section is 33.1 million inch-pounds with attached blades and 14.7 million inch-pounds
without blades, before penetration of the engine casing.
The generally-accepted "worst-case" engine fragment released from rotor bursts is the 1/3
"pie"-shaped bladed disk section. Debris mass is generally broken down into 1/20 bladed disk and
1/3 bladed disk section groups. During a given significant non-containment, 1/20-disk sections
will have a 66% chance of being released and 1/3-disk sections will have a 33% chance [2,25].
Section 3.1 in this report details probabilities of various fragment types per hour of engine flight
time.
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Figure 2.1 Fatigue crack origins and paths in rotors
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Figure 2.4 Typical separated disk segments (from [27])
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Figure 2.5 Stage 1 fan disk (reconstructed
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with blades, from [27])
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The Boeing 747-400 cargo aircraft with four General Electric CF6-80C2 high-bypass engines
is merely one example aircraft to demonstrate the methodology. Although there are no unconmined burst data available on this new engine, statistics from other slightly older engines, including the GE CF6-50 series, are assumed to be similar in shape, type, and chstdbution. Since
uncontained failure rates over the past 16 years have held relatively constant [7], this assumption
is valid. Undcr:umented records of the newer CF6-80C2 engine suggest that this assumption is
conservative. The newer -80 series engines do have an aluminum/Kevlar composite casing in
contrast with the -50 series' steel casing, but the improvement is for weight savings and reduction
of secondary damage.
A three-dimensional cutaway view of the CF6-80C2 is shown in Figure 2.6 [30]. lt is a dual
rotor, axial flow high bypass turbofan. The 14-stage compressor is driven by a 2-stage high pressure turbine and the integrated front fan and low pressure compressor is driven by a 5-stage low
pressure turbine. The primary sections of the engine include the fan, low-pressure compressor,
high-pressure compressor, combustion chamber, high-pressure turbine, and low-pressure turbine,
as shown in Figure 2.6 [31] and 2.7. Each fan, compressor, and turbine section contains rotor
disks with blades that may burst into high-energy fragments. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 [27] show more
detail of the stage 1 fan from an older and slightly smaller GE CF6-6 engine (the one that failed in
the UAL 232 crash), similar to the CF6-80C2.
The GE CF6-80C2 engine has two rotors that have two different maximum operating speeds:
the low-pressure rotor that can spin at up to 3,854 rpm, and the high-pressure rotor that can spin at
up to 11,055 _m at redline. Rotors include hubs, disks, rims, drums, seals, and spacers. The
high-pressure rotor drives the high-pressure compressor and turbine. Energy levels of uncontained fragments originating from each of these areas depends upon rotor speed, fragment mass,
and the location (radially) of the center of gravity (e.g.) of the fragment. These parameters determine the fragment's initial translational (along its line of flight) mid rotational velocities and kinetic energies, as shown in Eqs.2.1 and 2.2.
KE translational = (1/2) mV 2 = (1/2) m (rio)2
KE rotational = (1/2) 1 0,̀2

where

o

r=distance from center of rotation to the fragment's center of gravity
V=translational velocity of the fragment
m=fragment's mass
_tational
or angular velocity
I=mass moment of inertia.
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(Eq. 2.1)
(Etl. 2.2)
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Figure 2.6 GE CF6-80C2 engine
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Figure 2.7 Gas turbine engine chambers (from similar CF6-6 engine)
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Previous casing penetration studies have evaluated maximum kinetic energy fragments as
worst case [2,4,5,32,33]. As shown in Figure 2.10, the translational component of energy is a
maximum in the case of a bladed disk fragment when the included angle is 134°, or slightly greater than a 1/3 section. Rotational energy increases with disk sector angle up to 360 ° where ali kinetic energy is in rotation and none translation, however, rotational energy of turbine disks has
been shown to provide little contribution to penetrating ability [32,33]. In fact, it may decrease
penetrating ability by offering a fragment surface of increased area. Further discussion of the contributions of rotational energy to a fragment's penetrating ability is presented in section 4.
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Figure 2.10 Rotational vs. translational disk energies [2]
Projected impact area, fragment mass and velocity, and impact angle are critical parameters
in penetrations and perforations of metals [34-37]. This almost intuitive result of numerous studies and tests means that larger fragments require a greater energy to perforate the same thickness
of a given material. The ratio of maximum kinetic energy to projected area can be used to roughly
quantify penetrating abilities of various turbine engine fragments into generic on-board containers. These ratios have been determined for a number of different idealized fragments matching the
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descriptions of those derived from high- and low-cycle fatigue engine bursts, and for those historically to have existed as actual uncontained fragments. From Table 2.1, that shows these ratios
and the corresponding fragments, fan blades, disk fragments, and rim sections, as well as high
pressure turbine and compressor blades appear to have the greatest penetrating abilities.
'

'

Table 2.1 Pe,aetrating Abilities of Various Engine Fragments, or KE/A
KE/A

1/3 Fan

I 1/20 Fan

lb _in2xl06

Disk
(0.40)

I

Disk
(0.067)

Fan

Fan

I

HPC

HiT

1/3 HiT

Blade
(1.1 _

Rim
(2.3)

I

Blade
(0.5)

Blade
(0.96)

Disk
(0.069)

A 1/3 high-pressure turbine disk was also evaluated, but since its kinetic energy was less than
that of a fan blade and its projected area for penetration much greater, it was assumed to have a
much lower penetrating ability than a fan blade
The kinetic energy-to-area ratios in Table 2.1 were calculated using each fragment's maximum redline translational release velocity (derived from 3,854 and 11,055 rpm, respectively, for
the low- and high-pressure rotors). The actual engine speeds experienced by the GE CF6-80C2
engines during a 14-hour 747-400 intercontinental flight are shown in Figure 2.11 [45], as a percentage of a reference engine speed known as N1. Numerically, N1 is defined as 3280 rpm for the
low-pressure rotor on the CF6-80C2 engine. This means that 3854 rpm, or redline engine speed, is
equivalent to 117.5% of N_. Figure 2.12 details the stages, power levels, and times at each power
level for the same typical intercontinental cargo aircraft flight profile.
Note that the vast majority of flight time is spent at a power level of 102.3% of N_, or 87% of
redline. This 13% reduction in velocity yields a 24% decrease in kinetic energy since KE is a
function of the square of velocity. For conservatism, however, analyses and tests outlined in the
following sections assume fragment release velocities associated with redline rotational rates. Engine casings are required to contain single blades with velocities associated with 120% of redline
speed, or a moderate but rare overspeed event.
The General Electric CF6-80C2 engines are expected to have fewer rotor bursts than previous engines. Flight profiles are followed by the aircraft's flight computer, while numerous primary
and back-up control systems prevent engine overspeed events (one of the many causes of rotor
failures). This particular engine, therefore, is much less likely (although not quantifiably less) to
experience an over-speed event than older engines. Additionally, no engine burst data has yet been
published on this relatively new engine and no failures are known by Boeing to have occurred (at
least up to early 1992).
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In terms of fragments' abilities to perforate the engine casing and become uncontained, only

tc

disk sections (including,possibly rim sections) are openly acknowledged by the engine manufacturer.The existence of uncontainedindividual blades in the literature,however, suggests that possibly disk fragments would provide a pathway throughthe casing for blades that would otherwise
have been contained. Thus, ali of the fragments that appearto have substantial penetratingabilities should be analyzed in greaterdetail, either with finite element analyses or penetrationexperiments, or both.

_
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3. Probability Analysis
An example loading configuration for a cargo aircraft for intercontinental transport of numerous generic containers is shown in Figure 3.1. Actual loading conditions would be based partially
upon the load rating per square foot on the cargo deck, and on maximizing the number of generic
containers per flight. Two different standard-sized cargo containers, 8 ft x 8 ft × 10 ft and
8 ft x 8 ft _ 20 ft, could be used to secure generc containers to the cargo deck. Equal spacing between generic containers was assumed, such that either the single or double cargo container could
be used interchangeably. One proposed tie-down method inside these cargo containers is shown in
Figure 3.2. These containers are locked to tracks recessed into the cargo deck. FAA regulations
and NUREG-6360 [38] iequire that the tie-down system withstand 1.5 g's sideward, 9 g's forward, 2 g_s upward, and 4.5 g's downward. Two rows of 14 packages, aligned end-to-end with 30inch spacing between packages, are assumed. By assuming a maximum number of genetic cantainers per flight, the probability analysis should be conservative.
A typical 14-hour intercontinental flight is assumed fo_ the probability analyses. Major assumptions in terms of obstructions between the four generic engines and the packages on board
the cargo aircraft include omission of wing support and fuselage structures including struts and
skin. Although some form of wing support structure or skin are located directly in the path of two
of the four engines, quantification of these structures' abilities to slow high-energy fragments is
virtually impossible. Also, the thin aircraft fuselage skin is known to provide little resistance to
penetration from fragments; it, along with any wing structures, is therefore neglected.

SCALE
p-

Figure 3.1 Fully-loaded cargo aircraft
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Figure 3.2 Generic air-transport container with tie-downs inside a cargo container
The probability of a jet engine fragment striking the pfima_ containment vessel can be determined by the construction of an event tree. Figure 3.3 shows such an event tree for a 134° fan
disk fragment. The total probability of a 134 ° fan disk section impacting the generic container's
primary containment vessel is obtained by multiplying the successive probabilities of incidents
leading to the impact, i.e., in this case, P_a = PlxP2,xP3,xP4xPsxP6"The individual event probabilities are detaled in the following sections. When multiplied out, Pt_a = 9.18x 10"11disk section
impacts/hour. Similar total probabilities for fan blade and random fragment impacts are summarized in Table 3.1. Determinations of the values in this table are outlined in the following sections.
Table 3.1 Total Fragment Impact Probabilities (Pt._)
------

..._===._==-...=

(impacts/hour)
(1 impact per number
of flights)
(14 hours/flight)

134 ° Fan Disk

Fan Blade

9.18x10 -11

2.92x10-1°

1.21x10 -9

245,000,000

58,900,000

778,000,000
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Figure 3.3 Fan disk impact probability event tree showing dominant branches

3.1 Uncontained Failure Probability
Statistics c,n aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during the period from 1962 through 1986 are shown in Figure 3.4 [7]. These are compiled
by the Federal Aviation Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation. Statistics from
yeax-s 1987 to present have not yet been compiled and published. U.S. failure rates are used in
these analyses (tnstead of inte_ational rates) because of the greater detail in the U.S. literature.
Data from modem high-bypass ratio jet engines from 1976 to 1986 are used in this analysis since
the failure rates have been relatively constant during this most recent period. Table 3.2 provides
the breakdown of uncontained rotor burst incidents by fragment type and rotor component for this
eleven year period. In general, blades were the most commonly generated fragment type and the
turbine section of the engine generated the largest number of these fragments.
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Figure 3.4 Uncontained gas turbine engine failures, 1962-1986

Table 3.2 U.S. Uncontained Engine Rotor Failure Incidents:

1976--1986

Engine Rotor Component
Type Generated

"

Disk
Rim
Blade
Seal
Total

Fan
2
0
33
1
36

Compressor
10
7___---27
4
48

27

Turbine
25
1
52
7
85

Total
37_..__.___
8
112
12
169

The uncontained failure rates (per million engine operating hours) in 1986 for various gas
turbine engine rotor components are listed in Table 3.3. A total of 28.6 million aircraft engine operating hours were logged in 1986. Often, it is desirable to use the most recent data available to
conduct probability analyses. However, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that since the total number of
incidences is extremely low, a larger span of data is required for statistical significance.

Table 3.3 U.S. Uncontained Rotor Failures By Fragment Type in 1986
(per 10_ engine operating hours) [7]
•

L

Fra_ent Type
Disk
Rim
Blade
Seal
Total ....

Fan Rotor
0
0
6.99x10 -2
0
6.00x 10-2

Compressor Rotor
0
3.48)<10-2
3.48x10 -2
0
6.99x 10-2

Turbine Rotor
6.99x10- 2
0
2.44x10 -i
1.05x10 -_
4.19x 10-1

The total uncontained fragment generation rate data in Table 3.4 is used to calculat_ a total
uncontained failure rate per flight of 9.7x10- _ (0.693 uncontained failure/10 _ hours multiplied by
an estimated 14 hours/flight). This value is Pt in the probability event tree. Table 3.4 further
breaks down the numbers of uncontained fragments by rotor component and fragment type for all
turbofan engines, and solely CF6-series (CF6-6 and CF6-50) engines. The greater value between
the average CF6-series uncontained failure rate and the rate for ali gas turbine engines is used in
the probability analyses for both conservatism and the fact that no data exist on the new GE CF680(22 high-bypass engine (introduced in 1987).
It is interesting to note that the majority of uncontained fragments are blades only, which are
required by the FAA to be contained, at least in single blade form. The only data beyond 1986
(that was published in 1990), is that from the United Airlines Hight 232 Sioux City, Iowa, crash
on July 19, 1989. An uncontained fan disk failure led to the accident [27]. So even though the data
in Table 3.4 for CF6 engines show no incidence of compressor and fan disk, rim, or seal uncontained failures, they should be considered as possibilities.
The FAA rates used in this analysis were compiled in both per-mile and per-hour formats, although the per-hour format was used. These rates are likely conservative when applied to the current analysis since they were derived from generally much shorter flight lengths than one
intercontinental flight, which would take approximately 14 hours. Not shown in these tables is the
fact that over 60 percent of uncontained releases occur during taxi, takeoff, and landing, that combine for only a small fraction of the 14-hour flight [7].
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Table 3.4 Average of 1976-1986 Uncontained Fragment Generation
(xlO 9 incidents/hr) [7.17]
•
"'
Disk
Rim
Blade
Seal
Total

Disk
Rim
Blade
Seal
Total

Fan
8.2
0
"135
4.1
147.3
Fan
0
0
212
0
.....2i2

Ali Gas Turbine Engines
Compressor
41
28.7
11i
16.4
197.'1
,

,

,

,,,

GE CF6-Series Engines
Compressor
0
106
530
0
636
'

Rates

Turbine
103
4.1
213
28.7
348_8

Total
i52.2'
32.8
459
49.2
693.2

"
"

,,

, ,
Turbine
106
0
318
0
424

,,

,

Total
106
106
1060
0
1272

Probabilities for uncontained bursts consisting of specific components (P2,, P2b,P2,, etc.) are
obtained from the ratios of component rate totals to the overall rate total. For example, the fan
component release probability, P2,, is equal to 147.3/693.2 = 0.212. Similarly for the fragment
type (for a given component) probability, the fan blade release probability during an uncontained
burst, Pu, is equal to 212/212 = 1.0. Remember, the greater value from either of the two tables in
Table 3.4 is used in the calculation; thus, the probabilities within the third l(:vel in Figure 3.3 may
add to a value greater than 1.0.
The first three levels of probabilities multiplied together (PlxP2xP3) are identical to the maximum values in the respective columns and rows of Table 3.4. Only Pa, and P3bdiffer in that factors
of 0.33 and 0.66 multiply the value of a specific component disk release probability [2,25].
Therefore, release rate for uncontained 134 ° fan disk fragments is 8.2x10-_0.33 = 2.73x10-0
incidents/hour. For uncontained 1/20 fan disk fragments, the rate is 8.2x10-Ox0.66 = 5.47x10-0
incidents/hour. Similarly, for uncontained fan blades, the rate is 212x10-* incidents/hour, etc., as
shown in Table 3.5. Incidents/flight probabilities can be obtained by multiplying the tabular data
by 14 hours/flight.
Table 3.5 Sample Uncontained Fragment Probabilities, PlxP2xP3(xlO 9 incidents/br)
. PlXP2aXP3a
2.73

PIXP2aXP3b ,
5.47

PlXP2axP3c
Oa

PlXP2aXP3d
212

a. No incidences of uncontained fan rim sections in 1976-1986 U.S. commercial aircraft flight data.
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3.2 Geometric Probability
The geometric probability consists of four terms:
(1) angularprobability
(2) longitudinalprobability
(3) numberof fragments
(4) numberof engines.
Actual fragmentdimensions are used in determiningangular and longitudinal impact probabilities. The numberof fragmentsis implied to be one each, correspondingto the uncontainedrelease rates in Table3.4. Releases have occurredwith multiple fragments, but this level of detail is
not presentin the FAA data. The number of engines is four, buteach engine yields a differentangular probability due to its directionof rotation and distance from the fuselage, as illustrated in
Figure 3.5. Two columns of packages runningthe length of the aircraft,equally spaced 30 inches
apartin standard 10- or 20-ft cargo containerswere assumed for the example analysis.
3.2.1

Angular

The angularprobabilityis calculated on the assumptionthat the fragmentsare distributedrandomly over 360°. Any fragmentcontact made with the primarycontainment vessel is assumedto
be a potentially dangerous impact.Realistically, direct impacts by fragmentsnormal to the surface
of the containmentvessel would presenta much greaterpenetrationthreat than those that merely
glance off of the top or bottom roundedsurface.Thus, based on this conservative assumption, the
diameter of the fragment (in the plane of the upper diagram of Figure 3.5) affects the angular
probability.
The numerical value of the angularprobability for each engine is determined by the ratio between the angle of possible fragment/primarycontainment vessel contacts and 360°. The possible
impact angles for the c.g.s of fan blades and disk fragments generated by each engine are shown
in Figure3.6, that assumes a counterclockwise engine rotationdirection, as viewed from the back.
These angles were measured from a scaled drawingof the example cargo aircraftwith generic engines and respectively scaled fragmentwidths. Note that fragment orientation affects the angular
probability,especially in the case of the blade fragments. The bladeis assumed to impactend-on
5:5° as a worst-case scenario.The inner,left engine (right, as viewed from front in Figure 3.5) angular fan bladeimpact probabilityis:
P._j.= (fragmentpath angle)/360 °
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Figure 3.5 Angular and longitudinal engine fragment paths
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Since the fragment path angle, from the inner left engine, over which fan blade fragments could
impact the primary containment vessel is 7.6 ° (see Figure 3.6), P,1j_= 7.6/360 = 2.11x10 -2. The
subscript "a" denotes angular, "1" denotes inner engine ("2" for outer engine), and "L" denotes
left side of aircraft. Similarly, the other fan blade and disk fragment angular impact probabilities
are shown below in Table 3.5.

Table 3.6 Angular Fragment-to-Primary Containment Vessel
Impact Probabilities, P4 (×10"2)

i

Fan Blade

Inner,Left
2.11

Inner,Right
1.67

Outer,Le ft
0.917

Outer, Right
0.778

Fan Disk

2.69

2.39

1.25

1.14

.......
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Figure 3.6 Fan blade and disk angular
3.2.2

.

PATHOF ENGINEFRAGMENTS

impact regions

Longitudinal

When a fragment penetrates an engine casing, it tends to be deflected in an axial or circumferential direction. Inspections of damage to surroundings caused by actual uncontained
bursts
show that heavy (> 4 lbs) fragments tend to remain within +5 ° of the rotor plane. Deflections up to
about 33 ° have been recorded with lighter fragments. The British Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
recommends
the assumption of +3 ° for disks and +__5
° for the angular dispersion of ali other
fragments [22,25]. The FAA recommends +3 ° for large disk sections, +5 ° for medium and small-

1,
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er disk sections and +15 ° for ali other fragments [21]. Since a wider distribution yields a more
conservative estimate of engine fragment/generic container interaction probabilities, a +5 ° angular dispersion for fan disk and blade sections and +15 ° dispersion for ali other fragments, is assumed for longitudinal probability determinations.
The longitudinal probability is determined from the ratio of the length of primary containment vessels within the spread of fragment paths to the length of fragment path spread. Figure 3.7
shows the e.g. paths of ali possible engine component fragments from the primary fan through
the low-pressure compressor at the rear of the engine. Both columns are shown in the half-aircraft
figure to emphasize that either column could be struck by fragments depending upon the radial
angular release location, as discussed in section 3.2.1, but longitudinally only the inner column of
primary containment vessels could be impacted by fragments from the two engines shown in Figure 3.7. Heavier fragments, such as those generated by the primary stage fan, only have a spread
of -!"5°, as shown in Figure 3.8. The longitudinal probability for fan fragments released from the
inner engine, for example, is as follows:
PLl =

(N x Lc + F.W.)/(2Dmtan5 ° + F.W.)

where
N=number of primary containment vessels in fragment path per column
L_length of primary containment vessel
F.W.=fragrnent width
DE_---distancefrom inner engine centerline to container column centerline
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The example length of the primary containment vessel, Lc, is assumed to be 31 inches, the fan
blade width, F.W., is 6.8 in., D_I is 430 inches, and N is 1.0 primary containment vessels in the
case illustrated in Figure 3.8. Since a fragment could impact either column of packages, depending upon the release angle, the column resulting in the greater longitudinal probability is chosen
for conservatism. This means that I3_1could be equal to 430 inches or 430+96 inches, with N
possibly changing as weil, depending on which resulted in a greater Ps. Table 3.6 lists the longitudinal impact probabilities for fan blades and disks, and ali engine fragments.
Table 3.7 Longitudinal Fragment-to-Primary Containment
Impact Probabilities, PS

f

,

Vessel

Fan Blade
Fan Disk

0.461
0.458

0.435
0.434

Random Fragment

0.329
Inner
Engine

0.280
Outer
Engine

The fragment path angle for the general category of "ali fragments" is +15 °. A "worst-case"
PAT loading location is assumed for each probability calculation (with the 30-inch package spacing) in order to conservatively maximize the resulting probability value. The length of the engine
is added to the denominator of Eq. 3.2 to take into account the fact that the c.g.s of"random fragments" do not emanate from a single point in the plane, as in the case of fan fragments, but from
the entire length of the engine. The longitudinal probability equation thus becomes:
PLt =

(N x Lc + F.W.)/(L_ + 2l_ttanl5 ° + F.W.)

(Eq. 3.3)

The combined geometric fragment-to-primary containment vessel probability for individual
fragments is the sum of the product of angular and longitudinal probabilities per engine:
P4 x Ps

[(P.1_ x Ph) + (P,2._ x Ph) + (P,t_. x Ph) + (P.2j. x Pn)l

(Eq. 3.4)

3.3 Fragment Orientation
Due to the rotational energies of uncontained jet engine fragments, the orientation of some
specific fragments during impacts with generic containers (as well as the engine casing and wing
and fuselage structures) can greatly affect potential abilities for perforation or penetration.
Blades, for example, have much greater penetrating ability in an "end-on" impact orientation than
a "side-on" impact, where the penetrating area is larger. This is true for ali fragments with a large
aspect ratio, or length-to-width ratio. Blades, 1/20 disk fragments, and rim sections are assumed
to have penetrating ability when impacting normal to a package surface ft:5° (10 ° total), based

,
I
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upon rotational vs. translational energy of these fragments and the fragments' tendencies to slap
down during oblique impact. Since both ends of each of these fragments have small penetrating
areas, the probability that a given fragment is in a penetrating orientation is given by the following equation:
q

P6 = (2 ends) x (10°/360 °) = 0.055

(Eq. 3.S)

s

More uniformly-shaped fragments, such as a 1/3 disk fragment are less likely to have such a
quantifiable orientation that increases penetrating ability. Therefore, the fragment orientation
probability is one, i.e., P6 = 1.0. Most other fragments, whose penetrating abilities are known to
be lower than fan blades and disks, arc assumed to need optimal orientation for even a chance of
penetration. Therefore, ali other fragments arc assigned the value, P6 = 0.055.
Now the penetration probability trce can be completed. The total probability of a 134° fan
disk section, for example, is P,o_ = PlxPhxP3°xP4xPsxPt. Various fragment/generic container impact probabilities are listed in Table 3.1.

3.4 Fragment Penetrating Ability
A number of factors affect a given engine fragment's ability to penetrate a generic container.
As mentioned previously, structures associated with the engine casing, wing, and f:selage are neglected in these analyses for conservatism and due to difficulties in quantifying energies absorbed
by each structure for various fragments and fragment energies. This assumption was also made in
a previous evaluation of the engine fragment threat to containers on aircraft [39].
Along with fragment shape, impact velocity is a critical factor in determining penetrating
ability. Neglecting casing, wing, and fuselage structures as potential energy absorbers, impact velocity is identical to rotor burst release velocity. The aircraft engine speed profile for a typical intercontinental flight shown in Figure 2.11 yields an average fragment velocity of 87% of that
associated with a burst at redline speed. An engine experiencing redline speed would be an overspeed event, which is extremely rare, but nonetheless has been known to occur. As mentioned in
section 3.2, redline burst speed, and thus impact speed, is conservatively assumed for ali penetration analyses and tests. The next chapter on analyses and testing evaluates specific fragment penetrating abilities.
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4. Penetration Evaluation Methodology
Evaluation of specific fragment penetrating abilities requires first detailed characterization of
the potential fragments, then testing and/or analyses of fragment impacts with the on-board container of interest. Characterization includes gross shape, material parameters, and rotational and
translational kinetic energies. Penetration analyses could consist of empirical correlations or detailed dynamic finite element modelling, including advanced capabilities such as hole growth and
plugging or fracture. Risk of specific uncontained fragment penetration is the product of fragment/container impact probability and resultant damage severity. Overall risk associated with air
transport of a hazardous material within specific containers can be determined by summing the
products of individual uncontained fragment impact probabilities and their associz, ted impact consequences, i.e., latent cancer deaths, etc. This Chapter investigates the characterization of four
specific example engine fragments, for use in penetration tests or analyses.
A fragment released from a failed rotor has kinetic energy along its line of flight as well as rotational energy about its own center of gravity (e.g.). In passing through an engine casing, a fragment dissipates energy by damaging itself and the casing. Containment tests releasing
representative fragments from a rotating arm inside an engine casing showed that a fragment with
an energy level just beyond the containment capability of the casing lost 90% of its translational
energy in getting through the casing. But when a portion of rotor, comprising four blades and a
piece of disk weighing 6_5% of the bladed-disk weight, was released inside a casing designed to
contain a single blade, the fragment passed through the casing without measurable loss of translational energy. There was, however, a 10% to 20% loss of rotational energy and this would account for kinetic energy dissipated in damaging the fragment and the casing [2].
Wilbeck [33] performed a series of tests to further evaluate the effect of disk fragment rotational energy upon penetrating ability. 120° segments of turbine disks were impacted into steel
casings with both rotational and translational velocities of scaled steam turbine fragments. These
tests were compared to full-scale 120° segment impacts into similar steel casings, but with only
translational energy (rotational was added as translational). The results showed that the residual
energy of the spinning fragments was approximately the same as that of the non-spinning fragments launched in a piercing orientation. Tests with bladed fragments showed that for equal burst
speeds, the residual energy of bladed fragments was 10% less than that of unbladed fragments.
The apparent effect of blades was to cushion the local impact and to increase the duration of the
impact event, thereby reducing peak stresses and increasing the strain energy absorbed by the target. Also, ali or most of the blades were broken off at the root during perforation.
Major conclusions reached by the studies [32,33] were as follows: (1) Since the mitigating
effects of blades in absorbing energy and cushioning impact more than compensate for the increase in mass and moment of inertia contributed by the blades, neglecting the blades during impact appears conservative in predicting exit conditions, (2) For penetration tests and analyses of
unbladed fragments, it appears valid to assume that a good estimate of the total energy absorbed
in ring perforation can be obtained using a non-spinning fragment with a resultant translational
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energy equal to the sum of the initial translational and rotational energies of a spinning fragment,
(3) It appears reasonable to neglect the mass of the blades in predicting the residual mass of the
fragment that has exited the casing, and (4) a disk fragment with a sharp or piercing orientation
will penetrate casings much more readily than one in a blunt orientation.
'
•

An analysis of the rotational vs. translational components of kinetic energy in the GE CF680C2 fan blade and 1/3 fan disk yields 94% and 88% of the total kinetic energy being translational, respectively. The small proportion of rotational energy suggests that its only effect upon each
fragment's penetrating ability is to provide optimal or suboptimal fragment orientation. For this
reason, and due to the conclusions reached by previous experiments, ali engine fragments' penetrating abilities will be evaluated with purely translational energy. To avoid excessive conservatism, rotational energies were not added to increase the total translational energy.
Sealed drawings of the stage 1 fan rotor assembly accompanied by key dimensions allows for
the determination of ali necessary size, shape, and mass properties for a fan blade and 1/3 fan
disk, two potentially hazardous uncontained fragments. Data provided by General Electric Co. indicates that individual Ti-6AI-4V fan blades have average dimensions of about 31 in. long (from
root to tip), 6.4 in. wide, and 0.41 in.thick. The radial distance of a single fan blade's c.g. to the rotor's center of rotation is 31.2 in.; at a redline velocity of 403.6 rad/sec (3854 rpm), this yields a
translational velocity of 1049 ft/sec. The mass is 14.3 Ibm and the translational kinetic energy, defined as 1/2 mV 2, is 2.93)<106 lb in. As mentioned previously, the rotational kinetic energy of
0.246x1@ lb in., defined as 1/2 I0y_ with I = 1170 Ibm in2, can be neglected.
Recalling Figure 2.10, a 134 ° disk section (as opposed to a 120 °, 1/3 disk section) can be assumed for conservatism to maximize translational kinetic energy. Figure 4.1 shows a cross-sectional view of the CF6-80C2 engine with a detailed cross-section of the fan module. The disk and
blade material is known to be a titanium-aluminum alloy: Ti-6-4 or Ti-6AI-4V. Assuming a density of 0.161 lbm/in 3 the mass of a whole disk is approximately 359 Ibm (including rim, web,
bore, and arm similar to Figure 2.8).
A solid model (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3) of the fan disk was generated from Figure 4.1, with
dimensions approximated in Figure 4.4, to determine projected area and inertial mass properties.
The minimum projected area (View A-A in Figure 4.5) for penetration is 77.35 in2. The radial distance of the bladed fan disk's c.g. to the rotor's center of rotation is 22.9 in.; at a redline speed of
3854 rpm this yields a translational velocity of 770 ft/sec. The radial distance of a bladeless fan
disk's c.g. to the rotor's center of rotation is 10.30 in., and its mass moment of inertia is 9824
Ibm in2. The bladeless translational kinetic energy is 1.47x107 lb in. Again, the rotational kinetic
enelgy of 2.07×10 +lb in. can be neglected.
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A 45° fan rim section is another fragment with potential penetrating ability due to its relatively high mass Pad velocity "_th low penetrating area. A fully-bladed section, with a centerof-rotation to e.g. distance of 29.1 in. would have a redline release translational velocity of 979 ft/
sec. The mass of the bladeless section is 10.76 Ibm and its translational kinetic energy would be
3.89x10 _ ib in. The projected area for penetration of _ bladeless 45 ° fan rim section is approximately 17.1 in 2.
Fragments from the high-pressure rotor would also have penetrating potential due to their
higher rotation rate (I 1,055 vs. 3,854 rpm). Most are much smaller than fan components, though,
and ali have a smaller ,,"dial distance from center of rotation to fragment e.g., yielding a lower
translational velocity Uly:;_release.
Although high-pressure comgressor blades are more frequently released, high-pressure turbine (HFF) blades should have greater penetrating ability due to their greater mass. HFF blade dimensions arc 5.5 in. long by 1.9 in. wide by 0.25 in. thick, as approximated from Figure 2.6. The
minimum penetrating area is thus 0.475 in2. The radial distance of an HFF blade to the rotor's
center of rotation is 18.5 in.; r.t a :edline speed of 1158 rad/see (11,058 rpm) this yields a translational velocity of 1785 ft/see. Previous CF6-series engines used Inconel 718, with a density of
0.296 Ibm/in3 as T_heHPT blade material. Since no data was available for the CF6-80C2 HPT
blade material and _nconel 718 is conservatively more dense (yi_qding greater penetrating kinetic
energy) than Ti-6AI-4V, Inconel 718 can be assumed to be the HPT blade material. A single
blade's mass is thus 0.77 Ibm and its redline translational kinetic energy is 4.57×10 s lb in. Similar
to the far_blade, the HPT blade's rotational energy can be neglecled.
Table 2.1 suggests that fan rims and blades may be more apt to penetrate a given target than a
1/3 fan :lisk, the so-called worst-case fragment. Validation of this premise requires more detailed
penetration analyses and/or tests. Specific dimensions, weights, and velocities can be determined
for analyses and tests from numerous sources [40-44].
This characterization data should be useful in the performance of penetration tests and analyses. Multi-layered container designs may be evaluated for penetration resistance by successively
analyzing fragment penetrations of individual layers, using the residual kinetic energy from a previous layer as input for the next layer. Other objects, such as wing struts and deflector plate
shields may offer further resistance to container penetration by uncontained engine fragments.
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Figure 4.1 GE CF6-80C2 engine cross-section with fan module [41]
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Figure 4.2 134 ° fan disk segment solid model (bottom view)
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Fil_ure 4.3 134° fan disk segment solid model (isomewic view)
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Figure 4.4 Bladeless GE CF6-80C2fan rotor disk
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Figure 4.5 Bladeless GE CF6-80C2 fan rotordisk
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5. Conclusions
Sandia National Laboratories has developed a methodology to evaluate the hazards to a number of generic on-board containers from uncontained jet engine fragments. A risk assessment approach was taken, so that probability analyses could be combined with quantitative penetration
tests or analyses to yield an overall probability of severe containment vessel damage due to un-

containedfragments.

,

A number of conservative assumptions were used in the development of this methodology. A
bladeless 134° fan rotor disk section impacting at re,dline velocity, for example, may actually experience an approximately 10% decrease in package impact velocity due to additional blade resistance during engine casing penetration. The assumed redline release velocity may be
approximately 15% higher than actual operational speeds. These two assumptions alone yield a
44% decrease in disk fragment energy below that of an unobstructed redline release. Additional
fragment energy would most likely be expended during penetration of wing and fuselage beams
or struts located in the fragment path.
The factor dominating overall fragment impact probability, and thus risk, is uncontained release rate. The FAA rates used in this methodology were compiled in both per-mile and per-hour
formats, although the per-hour format was used. These rates are likely conservative when applied
to the example probability analysis since they were derived from generally much shorter flight
lengths than an intercontinental one, which could take approximately 14 hours. Over 60 percent
of uncontained releases occur during taxi, takeoff, and landing, that combine for only a small fraction of the 14-hour flight. Since the release rate data are derived from flights whose mission profiles have more significant duration fractions of taxi, takeoff, and landing, release rate
probabilities may be smaller for intercontinental flight profiles with cruise being far more dominant.
The relatively small containment vessel impact probability is reducible to virtually zero simply by omitting as many generic containers that would be located in the potential paths of hazardous engine fragments as necessary ft'ore every flight. This decrease in payload per flight negates
the package-specific hazards of uncontained jet engine fragments. If decreased payload is unacceptable, the use of relatively small, high-strength deflector plates could be investigated to help
protect the generic containers. Detailed dynamic finite element analyses and/or fragment impact
tests are necessary to evaluate package-specific uncontained fragment penetration abilities.
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